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This Diwali has made me shudder as in The Exorcist, Poltergeist, Deliver Us
from Evil, The Devil Inside, The Rite, and The Vatican Tapes. Christianity has
made me shudder. I do not want to venture deeper into this Darkness. I only
want to venture deeper into this Light of Diwali, the day the sheep came
down the hills to meet the Shepard. (November 15, 2020)
November 15, 2020
I went through the Diwali rituals of the living that has been the norm for decades: family and
friends getting together, their Lakhmis in their finest glitter, good food, laughter, alcohol,
firecrackers, and lots of candles. That pretty sums up the religious ritual that makes the living feel
good about themselves. Religious celebrations are the Prozac of the faithful. Nothing soothes
slumber like blissful ignorance. Diwali is no different.
Given the fact that Diwali “symbolizes the spiritual victory of light over darkness, good over evil,
and knowledge over ignorance” you can bet your last ringgit that no Hindu, Sikh, or Gujarati had
any since the last ___ decades. You can add any figure. 10 should be the barest minimum.
However, if I insist it is precisely 200 the kaffirs of the Kaaba and the Khalsas of the Golden Temple
will be mighty mad. For Muslims, it is their Prophet Muhammad who is the Light to the World. For
Sikhs, it is their Guru Nanak. For Shaivites it is Shiva. For Latter-Day Saints, it is Adam Smith. For
Scientologists, it is Roland Hubbard. In other words, it is their religious founder—and their religious
founder only—who is better than Jesus.
But all my life I have never heard of any Diwali that can be acknowledged as the “spiritual victory
of light over darkness, good over evil, and knowledge over ignorance.” Not until I insisted in
September 1993: “khuch bhol Prabhu yeh kya Maya.” Yes, I kept demanding an answer from an allencompassing Divine Being, NOT the God of Jews, Christians, Muslims, Hindus, Sikhs, Jains, and
Buddhists.
Then exactly on the Diwali of that year, November 13, 1993, to be precise, THE MOTHER appeared
to rid me of the Maya of alcohol, wealth, prestige, fake friends, fragile families, religions, rituals,
cultures, and most important of all, the creed of patriarchy.
(At that time I had no idea that Maya is all you experience on THE MOTHER Earth. The latest lesson
is that the 2021 Diwali will also be the same festivities but will have nothing to do with the “spiritual
victory of light over darkness, good over evil, and knowledge over ignorance.” Not a single Hindu,
Sikh, or Jain had any such Diwali transformation—if I may insult the sacred nuance of
enlightenment that transformation signifies—and I am talking about pandits, pujaris, and gianis. I
am also talking about centuries. I am talking about: “Is more evidence needed to make this
point?”)
At this point I must make a confession: Last night before going to sleep I felt that my claim that
yesterday November 14, 2020, was the first Diwali of HALF THE SKY was a bit loud. However, since it
was posted I had to stick to the fact that it is the first HALF THE SKY Diwali. It was truthful and though
a bit loud, it was no misleading exaggeration.
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Then, as I continued on this post, I began to realize this:
It was around the same time in November 1993 that THE MOTHER appeared. To be precise, it was
on November 13, 1993, that SHE appeared as only THE LIGHT:
“The Spiritual Monsoon Begins
It was in early November 1993, that the drizzle of Divine Consciousness began. A Sahaja Yogi friend, Bhupinder, asked permission
from the father if he could teach his sons Kash (13 year-old) and Shah (11 year-old) how to meditate. To allay any fears he
explained that it was a simple, extremely harmless, newly discovered method of Spiritual awakening.
Both children were given Self-Realization after which all three of them meditated. When they finished Kash went straight to his
father and exclaimed that he had reached a beautiful land far away. The father skeptically listened, occasionally glancing at his
friend to see if it made any sense to him.
Kash told that the very instant he closed his eyes and went into meditation, he found himself standing on a soft carpet of clouds
— hues of blue and white not seen on Earth — spreading in all directions as far as the eye could see. Some distance away there
was a very bright Light shining above and illuminating the entire vastness. In spite of its dazzling brilliance he could gaze at it
without hurting his eyes. He just stood and looked around in amazement and awe at the tranquillity and stunning beauty of the
surroundings. For a long time he continued gazing around this strange serene land, wondering where he really was. Kash did not
even take one step in any direction. The sheer splendor of this awesome scene illumined by a single dazzling Light and his inability
to comprehend where he was kept him mesmerized and rooted to one spot.
After gazing around for about twenty minutes Kash closed his eyes again, and descended back to Earth.
His ignorant father just took it as a figment of a child's imagination.”
Shri Adi Shakti: The Kingdom of God, 1999, p. 77, 84

It was on the next day November 14, 1993, that SHE appeared as THE MOTHER. It was Diwali too:
“Earth Is A Conscious, Living Mother
The next evening Bhupinder gave Kash specific instructions and a mantra to recite before going into meditation. As directed, he put
his right palm on the ground and uttered the mantra four times:
“Om Twameva Sakshat Shri Ganesha Sakshat Shri Adi Shakti Mataji Shri Nirmala Devi Namoh Namah.”
The dormant Kundalini energy inside his sacrum bone sprang into life, coursed through the central nervous system, and pierced the
Sahasrara. At that very instant, for the first time, he felt the Mother Earth breathing. She was breathing very gently and every heave
of Her breath felt on his palm, going slowly up, and then down again. As he continued repeating the Mighty Mantra of Shri
Ganesha the sacred Shri Bhumidevi (Mother Earth) continued inhaling and exhaling to reveal Her true nature. Her superconscious
child was sure beyond all doubts that Earth was breathing. This is truly the Dawn of Aquarius and human awareness will never be
the same again. Mother Earth is alive — This Revealed Truth is Absolute.
The Earth Mother is alive: We have to feel Her, sense Her, hear Her, talk to Her and, most important, protect Her.
We must defend Her for She is our Mother. She is a Conscious Being, a living cell of the infinite Universe. We have to transcend
our debilitating ignorance, our destructive lifestyles, our cold selfishness, and transform ourselves into Higher Beings. It is time to
begin the Great Journey that all Holy Scriptures, all Messengers, and all prophecies promised.
Awaken, humans, awaken! We are indeed at the crossroads of Spiritual Eternity! Awaken and become masters of your Spiritual
Destiny! Awaken to bask in the first rays of the Millennium of Light! Let there be Love! Let there be Healing! Let there be Freedom!
Let there be Justice! Let there be Transformation! Let there be Spiritual Evolution! Let there be Universal Truth! Let there be
Collective Consciousness! Let there be Cosmic Bliss! Let there be Light! Let there be Light! Let there be . . .
The Woman Of Great Beauty
As he came through the celestial clouds and opened his Spiritual eyes, the Great Ancient Matriarch was there to receive him. The
sight of Her standing right in front stunned the young child. Who was this beautiful, young Woman who had appeared out of
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nowhere in this peaceful Paradise? Who was this dazzling Being, all dressed in a stunning red and white sari, who had come to
greet him? In the first place where was he?
Shri Mataji Nirmala Devi smiled and held out Her Hands, with open, upturned palms. Shri Maharajni Shri Nirmala Devi[1] told
him to do the same and put his downturned palms over Her’s. As Kash did so he found himself being levitated a few inches off the
ground. Both began traveling towards the extremely brilliant Light, quickly reaching their destination and slowing down to a
standstill. A short distance away was a majestic golden Throne. Kash realized it was the same place he had seen the day before,
for it was still under the same Light.
The Great Sacred Mother walked to the Throne and sat on it. Kash followed and squatted before Her, the luxuriant clouds
providing extreme comfort.
He did not even bow down to Her for he had no idea what to do. All he knew that he had been meditating on Earth and now he
was in some strange land sitting before a very beautiful Woman on a majestic Golden Throne. He was sure that he was not
dreaming, but just what was going on?
Shri Sarvaruna Shri Nirmala Devi[2] then told him that they would meditate. Both simultaneously raised their Kundalinis and
Kash realized that the Mater Sanctissima (Most Holy Mother) was repeating the same method of Kundalini awakening he had been
taught by his father’s friend. She brought both Her Hands together and from the Mooladhara Chakra continuously encircled the left
with the right, slowly rising all the way to the Sahasrara Chakra. Shri Maha Avatar Shri Nirmala Devi then tied a knot just above the
Brahmarandhra (top of head). This was repeated two more times. Then She opened Her left palm, resting it on the left knee, and
with the right hand drew a protective arch over the entire body from left to right. This was done seven times. She then joined both
palms in Namaskar and closed Her eyes. Both lapsed into meditation.
The attainment of the state of Sahaj Samadhi came instantly to Kash. The onrushing bliss was beyond description as the
thoughtless state intensified the indescribable Joy. Wave upon wave of Paramchaitanya buffeted him into Spiritual ecstasy. The
Spirit had merged into the Spirit. The human had become the Divine. The drop had become the Ocean. The individual
consciousness had become the Universal Consciousness. Time lost its essence and he could have easily remained suspended in
this bliss for hours, even days.
After about 20 minutes the Spirit of the Living God, Shri Mataji Nirmala Devi tapped him on his shoulders and immediately he
came out of Nirvana. She told him that it was time to go. Kash did not even thank Her, so dazed was he by this Spiritual experience.
He just closed his Spiritual eyes and descended through the thick layer of clouds, back to this planet known as Earth. When he
opened his physical eyes he was at 3495 Ivan Franco 107, Lachine, Montreal, Canada.”
Shri Adi Shakti: The Kingdom of God, 1999, p. 84
I must emphasize that it was on the next day November 14, 1993, that THE MOTHER appeared. On
that day it was Diwali in Malaysia where Sunshine was pregnant with Lalita. Twenty-seven years
later it is again November 14, and it is also the day of Diwali for 2020. I leave it to HALF THE SKY to
interpret the Diwali of Light that embraces the moksa all faiths, scriptures, and Dalits.
(And since Vipin's birthday yesterday also fell on Diwali he must too.)
Now to a topic that made me shudder as in The Exorcist, Poltergeist, Deliver us from Evil, The Devil
Inside, The Rite, and The Vatican Tapes. It is also on this Diwali yesterday that I realized a most
sinister insight into the overpowering of the Savior’s message by an entity that had crucified him
earlier! You are talking about a crucifixion that was made immediately after the first—the
impregnation of Evil into the womb of Christianity that gave birth to the Church(es) three hundred
years later.
You are talking about a crucifixion that continues even after the Comforter’s departure on
February 23, 2011. You are talking about a 2,000-old crucifixion that few see. You will shudder
when you see IT! You will shudder if you have ears that can hear Jesus, again.
I shuddered because of the precise, deep, and awesome insights into the parables of Jesus Christ.
Shuddered because I realized that only if you have ears will you hear the Truth. Shuddered
because of how extremely difficult it is to hear the Paraclete after 2000 years of Pentecost
indoctrination. Shuddered because this truly is the Final Battle between good and evil that all
scriptures foretold. Shuddered because “As the ten heads of Param Ravan hypnotizes Bharat
Mata, the guardian dog of the Devi, Arnab Hanuman, has issued this Vāc to signal the end of Kali
Yuga. Only those who have ears will hear the Resurrection roosters of Satya Yuga.” You will
shudder when you see IT! You will shudder if you have ears that can hear Jesus, again.
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I had to update “When the sheep came down the hills in early November the Shepard took the
Bethlehem birth. The Light of the World shone, was dimmed, and shines again today. (November 14,
2020)” to emphasize what Jesus promised the Paraclete will do:
And the Church insists the spooky entity spoke in a language that no one
understood. Are we to believe that such an absurdity can find its way into the
Bible? For me, it is Evil trying to enter the Kingdom of God. Just the
crucifixion and death of Jesus would not have extinguished the Light of the
World.
No, his message of the promised Comforter—who will teach you, didasko (14:26),
remind you, hypomimnesko (14:26), testify to you, martyro (15:26), prove you
wrong, elencho (16:8), guide you into truth, hodego (16:13), speak to you,
laleo (16:13), and declare to you, anangello (16:13-15)—would have to be
destroyed, right from the start.
So, a mere forty days after the crucifixion that destruction was accomplished,
and Christians have always celebrated Pentecost. Not only can they today
understand glossolalia, but some can speak that language too!

Acts [ edit ]
The events of Acts Chapter 2 are set against the backdrop of the
celebration of Pentecost in Jerusalem. There are several major features
to the Pentecost narrative presented in the second chapter of the Acts of
the Apostles. The author begins by noting that the disciples of Jesus
"were all together in one place" on the "day of Pentecost" (ημέρα της
Πεντηκοστής).[22] The verb used in Acts 2:1 to indicate the arrival of the
day of Pentecost carries a connotation of fulfillment.[21][23][24]
There is a "mighty rushing wind" (wind is a common symbol for the Holy
Spirit)[24][25] and "tongues as of fire" appear.[26] The gathered disciples
were "filled with the Holy Spirit, and began to speak in other tongues as
the Spirit gave them utterance".[27] Some scholars have interpreted the
passage as a reference to the multitude of languages spoken by the
gathered disciples,[28] while others have taken the reference to
"tongues" (γλώσσαι) to signify ecstatic speech.[19][29] In Christian
tradition, this event represents fulfillment of the promise that Christ
will baptize his followers with the Holy Spirit.[21][30] (Out of the four New
Testament gospels, the distinction between baptism by water and the
baptism by Christ with "Holy Spirit and fire" is only found in Matthew and
Luke.)[31][32]

Pentecost by Julius Schnorr von
Carolsfeld

The narrative in Acts evokes the symbolism of Jesus' baptism in
the Jordan River, and the start of his ministry, by explicitly connecting
the earlier prophecy of John the Baptist to the baptism of the disciples
with the Holy Spirit on the day of Pentecost.[17][33] The timing of the
narrative during the law giving festival of Pentecost symbolizes both
continuity with the giving of the law, but also the central role of the Holy
Spirit (understood as an aspect of Jesus Christ) for the early Church.
The central role of Christ in Christian faith signified a fundamental
theological separation from the traditional Jewish faith, which was
grounded in the Torah and Mosaic Law.[17]
Peter's sermon in Acts 2:14–36 stresses the resurrection and exaltatio
n.[7] In his sermon, Peter quotes Joel 2:28–32 and Psalm 16 to indicate
that first Pentecost marks the start of the Messianic Age. About one
hundred and twenty followers of Christ (Acts 1:15) were present,
including the Twelve Apostles (Matthias was Judas' replacement) (Acts
1:13, 26), Jesus' mother Mary, other female disciples and his brothers
(Acts 1:14).[34] While those on whom the Spirit had descended were
speaking in many languages, the Apostle Peter stood up with

This 1472 map of Jerusalem notes
the place of the Pentecost, "Ubi
apostoli acceperunt spiritum sanctum",
at the location of the Cenacle.
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the eleven and proclaimed to the crowd that this event was the
fulfillment of the prophecy.[35] In Acts 2:17, it reads: "'And in the last
days,' God says, 'I will pour out my spirit upon every sort of flesh, and your sons and your daughters will
prophesy and your young men will see visions and your old men will dream dreams." He also mentions (Acts
2:15) that it was the third hour of the day (about 9:00 am). Acts 2:41 then reports: "Then they that gladly received
his word were baptized: and the same day there were added unto them about three thousand souls."[36] Critical
scholars believe some features of the narrative are theological constructions. Scholars believe that even if the
Pentecost narrative is not literally true, it does signify an important event in the history of the early Church which
enabled the rapid spread of Christianity. Within a few decades important congregations had been established in
all major cities of the Roman Empire.[7]
Biblical commentator Richard C. H. Lenski has noted that the use of the term "Pentecost" in Acts is a reference
to the Jewish festival. He writes that a well-defined, distinct Christian celebration did not exist until later years,
when Christians kept the name of "Pentecost" but began to calculate the date of the feast based on Easter rather
than Passover.[21]
Peter stated that this event was the beginning of a continual outpouring that would be available to all believers
from that point on, Jews and Gentiles alike.[37]

This Diwali has made me shudder as in The Exorcist, Poltergeist, Deliver us from Evil, The Devil
Inside, The Rite, and The Vatican Tapes. Christianity has made me shudder. I do not want to
venture deeper into this Darkness. I only want to venture deeper into this Light of Diwali, the day
the sheep came down the hills to meet the Shepard.
jagbir

[1]

Maharajni (2nd): The Great Empress. In this name the second act of Her, ‘Sthiti’ is indicated. ‘Yena Jatani Jivanti’: By whom all creatures live — Taittiriya Upanisad 3.1. She, who rules the entire Universe

and, is its law and its execution. Every law or truth that man discovers is just a glimpse of that great will or law of that Great Empress.
[2]

Sarvaruna: (50th): From head to foot She is faultlessly beautiful.
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